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New physics is taking longer than  
we thought to show up.
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It is still too soon to draw clear conclusions.  
Time to explore alternative scenarios and 

question our 
standard paradigm.

Relaxion

Neutral Naturalness

Sub GeV dark matter

Many new ideas have been explored 
in the last few years 
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 These new ideas often suggest the existence of  
dark sectors and possibly lead  
to signals beyond the LHC and  

standard direct detection experiments 



Relaxion
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A new paradigm, no partners!  The Higgs was originally 
heavy and it then evolved to be light in the early universe. 

In this scenario a light spin-0 particle plays the central 
role, and not new physics at the electroweak scale.

Naturalness problem at the “low energy frontier’’

[Graham, Kaplan, Rajendran, 2014]

See talks by 
Choi,McCullough,Kamenik  



The relaxion force
The relaxion mass is not fixed  
Several orders of magnitude are possible!  
Sub-eV as well as few GeV range

Crucial question: how does it interact with the visible sector?

In general there is a mixing between the Higgs 
boson and the relaxion

‘’Relaxion’’ force
6

SM SM

[Flacke,CF, Fuchs,Gupta,Perez 2016]  
[Choi, Im 2016] 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Fifth force experiments for sub eV particles 

Astrophysics and cosmology for sub keV relations 

MeV-GeV probed by high intensity frontier  
( rare meson decay, electron and beam dump..)

Higgs relaxion mixingWhat are the relaxion probes? Higgs relaxion 
mixing

relaxion mass
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Fifth force experiments for sub eV particles 

Astrophysics and cosmology for sub keV relations 

MeV-GeV probed by high intensity frontier  
( rare meson decay, electron and beam dump..)

Higgs relaxion mixingWhat are the relaxion probes? Higgs relaxion 
mixing

relaxion mass

schematic summary of 
[Flacke,CF, Fuchs,Gupta,Perez 2016]

slide from G.Perez 

MeV-GeV probed by high intensity frontier 
( meson decays, electron and beam dump..) few GeV probed by Higgs exotic

decays and LEP

Astrophysics and cosmology for sub keV relations 

Fifth force experiments for sub eV particles 

See talk by  S. H. Im  



Many experiments become linked 
to the solution of the naturalness 

problem of the Higgs mass
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What about new probes and ideas?
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ISOTOPE SHIFT MEASUREMENTS 
TO PROBE 

DARK FORCES 

The relaxion represents a highly motivated example  
for intermediate 

long range hidden forces 
between matter

[J.C. Berengut, D. Budker, C. Delaunay, V.V. Flambaum, CF, E. Fuchs, C. Grojean, 

R. Harnik, R. Ozeri, G. Perez, Y.Soreq, 2017]

collaboration between atomic physicists (both experimentalists and theorists)  
and particle theorists 



Isotopes
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Isotopes are atoms with the same number of protons 
but that have a different number of neutrons.



Consider an atomic optical transition 
and consider two spin-less isotopes of a given element A and A’

electronic transition i
    

Is the frequency different? How?
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Isotope frequency shift 

⌫Ai�E = h ⌫ ⌫A
0

i

⌫AA0

i = ⌫Ai � ⌫A
0

i



Mass and field shift
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mass shift field shift 

Isotopes have different 
nuclear volume

electronic factors⌫AA0

i = ⌫Ai � ⌫A
0

i



Hidden force 
between electrons and neutrons
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This will give rise to an additional contribution to the frequency shift.

�

electronic contribution
How do we probe this?



Measure 2 transitions with the same 
isotopes. The 2 data-sets are linearly related

King J. Opt. Soc. Am. 53, 638 (1963)

King Plot in atomic physics
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 King plot is useful to extract informations on both atomic  
and nuclear structure in heavy atoms where theoretical 

precision of the calculations is limited. 

m⌫2 = F21m⌫1 +K12



King Plot in atomic physics
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[Geber et al. 2015]Calcium Z=20

Precision 0.1 MhZ 
Linear King Plot



New goal: probing new long range 
interactions between electrons and neutrons!

electron densities in  initial/final 
atomic states computed using 
many-body perturbation theory
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i: a->b

King Plot in particle physics

m⌫2 = F21m⌫1 +K12 + yeyNX12AA0



New goal: probing new long range 
interactions between electrons and neutrons!

electron densities in  initial/final 
atomic states computed using 
many-body perturbation theory
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i: a->b

King Plot in particle physics

m⌫2 = F21m⌫1 +K12 + yeyNX12AA0
A new intermediate long range force (sub MeV) 

leads 
to a breaking of King linearity. 

If data agrees with it we can constrain this hidden 
force!



Existing data
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Precision 0.1 Mhz 
Linear King Plot

[Geber et al. 2015]

[CF et al,2017]
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Probes of neutron-electron hidden forces 

5th force experiment

[CF et al,2017]
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product (g-2) and 
neutron scattering 

astrophysical bounds 



• Several other systems: the precision is comparable 
to Calcium data and so it is the reach. 

• We can improve it performing NEW measurements 
for instance for dipole-forbidden transitions where 
higher precision can be achieved.

Can we improve the reach?
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Expected accuracy of sub-Hz, better than 1:1016



Dipole-forbidden transitions
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Two working experiments: 
PTB Germany, NPL UK

Yb+ ion-clock

quadrupole and octupole Yb+  transitions 
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Projections

[CF et al,2017]
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Projections

[CF et al,2016]
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It relies on the 
assumption that King linearity will be 
established down to the achievable 

experimental error. 



What about lighter 
atoms ?

Theory predictions sub kHz level 

⌫AA0

IS = ⌫̃AA0

IS + C(�r2)AA0

point-like nucleus calculated from theory

QED calculation more precise than the experimental error 
[Pachucki,,Yerokhin 2015 ][Pachucki,Patkos,Yerokhin 2017 ]

Case study: Helium 

[Delauney,CF,Fuchs,Soreq ( in progress)]  



What about lighter 
atoms ?

Theory predictions sub kHz level 

⌫AA0

IS = ⌫̃AA0

IS + C(�r2)AA0

point-like nucleus calculated from theory

QED calculation more precise than the experimental error 
[Pachucki,,Yerokhin 2015 ][Pachucki,Patkos,Yerokhin 2017 ]

Case study: Helium 

?

[Delauney,CF,Fuchs,Soreq ( in progress)]  



Helium A=3 A’= 4

1) Electron Helium scattering ( 5%) 
2) Isotope shift measurements 
3) Muonic Helium measurements (in progress)

How is the  (difference in ) charge radius measured? 

We can constraint new physics !

Prediction for (⌫AA0
)IS !

the precision is given by the charge radius measurements
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ISe-scattering

[Delauney,Frugiuele,Fuchs,Soreq ( in progress)] 

Preliminary!



Comparison with Kings 
violation
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How to improve Helium bound? in progress 



Outlook
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What about testing spin dependent interactions with IS? 

What about muonic atoms?

A lot still to explore!

Joint effort between atomic and particle physics community! 

Possible good probe of relaxion force!


